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A B S T R A C T

Electron beam melting (EBM) was used to produce Alloy 718 specimens with different microstructures (co-
lumnar, equiaxed and a combination thereof) by varying the process parameters. The present study aimed at
assessing the response of such varying as-built microstructures to identical thermal post-treatments, which in-
cluded hot isostatic pressing (HIPing) followed by heat treatment involving solution treatment and aging. The
effect of these treatments on defect content, grain structure, hardness and phase constitution in the specimens
was specifically analysed. Despite differences in defect content of as-built specimens with distinct micro-
structures, HIPing was effective in closing defects leading to samples exhibiting similar density. After HIPing,
grains with equiaxed morphology or columnar grains with lower aspect ratio showed higher tendency for grain
growth in comparison to the columnar grains with higher aspect ratio. The various factors affecting the stability
of grains during HIPing of builds with distinct microstructures were investigated. These factors include texture,
grain size, and secondary phase particles. The carbide sizes in the different as-built samples varied but were
found to be largely unaffected by the post-treatments. Solution treatment following HIPing led to greater pre-
cipitation of grain boundary δ phase in regions with coarser grains than the smaller ones. After HIPing and heat
treatment, all specimens exhibited similar precipitation of γ″ phase regardless of their grain morphology in the
as-built condition.

1. Introduction

Powder bed fusion additive manufacturing (AM) techniques such as
electron beam melting (EBM) enable production of near net shaped
highly complex geometries in layer by layer fashion using difficult to
machine materials like Alloy 718 [1]. Alloy 718 is a precipitate
strengthened NieFe based superalloy widely used in aerospace industry
due to its excellent properties like high strength, high temperature
corrosion resistance, good weldability etc. [2]. Therefore, by virtue of
its relevance to numerous actual applications, a growing body of work
on the understanding of EBM production of Alloy 718 can be seen from
recent reviews on this subject [3–5].

The microstructure of EBM built Alloy 718 is commonly composed
of columnar grains elongated along the build direction with preferred
〈001〉 orientation [2]. Due to this crystallographic texture the material
typically exhibits anisotropic mechanical behaviour [6]. On the other
hand, an equiaxed grain structure exhibits isotropic mechanical beha-
viour which could be beneficial for applications demanding such

properties [2,6]. Consequently, there have been several studies aimed
at exploring the possibility of achieving equiaxed grain structure
through different approaches using EBM [6–8]. The type of as-built
microstructure (from columnar to equiaxed) that can be achieved has
been shown to be governed by scan strategy and by manipulating EBM
process parameters. For instance, Kirka et al. [6] and Dehoff et al. [9]
showed formation of equiaxed grains by changing the scanning strategy
from the default raster strategy to point source (multi spot) melting.
Helmer et al. [10] also studied equiaxed grain formation by altering the
scanning rotation between layers. The intent was to alter the solidifi-
cation conditions, namely growth rate (R) and thermal gradient (G) at
the liquid-solid interface to influence grain morphology via manipula-
tion of the G/R ratio [7,11]. Therefore, the above studies have tried to
achieve suitable combinations of G and R which fall within the window
for equiaxed grain formation. It is worth mentioning that the range of
G/R ratios that result in columnar and equiaxed morphologies is de-
pendent on the material (composition, nuclei density, solidification
temperature interval) as elaborated by Kurz et al. [12]. In case of Alloy
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718 produced by EBM, G/R ratios for equiaxed and columnar grain
formation have been modelled by Raghavan et al. [13].

Despite this improved understanding of formation of the various
solidification morphologies in EBM built Alloy 718, there is lack of
knowledge about the response of distinct as-built microstructures to
thermal post-treatments. The as-built Alloy 718 material is typically
exposed to post-treatments comprising hot isostatic pressing (HIPing),
and heat treatment (HT) involving solution treatment and aging to take
care of concerns related to defects, anisotropy, local formation of un-
desirable phases, etc. [14]. There have been several studies on the re-
sponse of the typical EBM columnar microstructure to thermal post-
treatments [15–17]. However, to the best of authors' knowledge, only
Kirka et al. [6,18] have reported the response of fully columnar and
fully equiaxed EBM Alloy 718 microstructures to HIPing and HT, and
showed that only the equiaxed grains exhibited grain growth after the
post-treatment. This was attributed to the lack of pinning precipitates at
the grain boundaries in case of equiaxed microstructure [6]. In this
context, it is worth mentioning that although for wrought Alloy 718
there is knowledge of response of microstructure (commonly equiaxed)
to HT [19], the underlying mechanisms are different than those in AM
material [20]. For instance, wrought Alloy 718 microstructure mainly
depends on dynamic recrystallization [19] whereas in case of AM Alloy
718 static recrystallization is typically observed after HT [20]. Further,
among the AM processes, the factors influencing microstructural sta-
bility depend on the nature of the specific processes, as in case of the
two leading powder bed fusion processes viz. EBM and laser powder
bed fusion (LPBF). For LPBF built Alloy 718, the grain growth during
HT is typically attributed to residual stress present in the material [21].
Residual stress in LPBF built Alloy 718 is known to be higher than in
EBM material, and is likely a function of processing factors such as
cooling rate, preheating, etc. [22]. Therefore, there is a need for a more
detailed and quantitative investigation of the various factors particu-
larly affecting grain stability in EBM built Alloy 718 with varying as-
built microstructures during post-treatment. Thus, the aim of the pre-
sent study was to provide further understanding of the response of
different EBM Alloy 718 microstructures to identical post-treatments.

In the present study, different electron beam melted Alloy 718 mi-
crostructures, produced by varying the EBM processing conditions,
were subjected to two thermal post-treatments, namely (a) HIP alone
and (b) HIP + ST+ A, involving HIPing followed by solution treatment
and aging. A systematic investigation of microstructural characteristics
such as grain morphology and orientation, defects, phase constitution,
as well as hardness analysis of the specimens in as-built and post-
treated condition was carried out to ascertain how builds with very
distinct as-built microstructures, particularly in terms of grain mor-
phology (fully columnar, fully equiaxed and their combinations) re-
spond to identical post-treatments.

2. Experimental procedure

2.1. EBM built Alloy 718

The plasma atomized feedstock powder used in the present study
had nominal chemical composition as given in Table 1. The powder was
supplied by Arcam AB, Sweden and had a nominal particle size in the
range of 40–100 μm. The EBM specimens were built in an Arcam A2X
EBM machine. In total, 36 cubes each with 20 × 20 × 20 mm di-
mension were produced with different process parameters and scanning
strategies to tailor the grain structure from the typically observed

columnar structure to equiaxed. Parameters such as spot time, beam
current, line offset etc. were varied. It is worth mentioning that the
samples studied in the present work were strategically selected, based
on their distinct microstructures, from an elaborate design of experi-
ments (DOE) designed for achieving wide range of G and R values
during EBM processing Alloy 718. Detailed specifications of the DOE in
relation to the process parameter window and scanning strategies have
been earlier reported elsewhere by the concerned group [23]. Given
that the focus of the present study was specifically on evaluating the
response of different microstructures to identical post-treatments, four
specimens with distinct microstructures (see Fig. 1) were selected from
the above set of samples. Table 2 lists the designation and description of
the four specimens. For the sake of clarity, it should be pointed out that
specimen C-MA(D) had columnar grains with lower (2–4) and higher
(> 4) aspect ratios (length/width) at demarcated regions. The micro-
structures of the selected specimens have been described in detail later,
in Results and discussion section.

2.2. Thermal post-treatments

The four as-built specimens were subjected to two thermal post-
treatments namely, HIP and HIP + ST + A. The HIPing treatment, as
per the process graph shown in Fig. 2, was performed at Quintus
Technologies, Sweden. A hot isostatic press (Model QIH21) was used
with Argon as the inert process gas. Parts of the HIPed specimens were
further subjected to heat treatment comprising of solution treatment
and two step aging, and were labelled as HIP + ST + A. The process
parameters during the course of HIPing and ST + A are specified in
Table 3. It is worth mentioning that the choice of parameters for HIP
and ST was based on the recommendations of ASTM (F3055) standard
for post treatment of powder bed fusion produced Alloy 718 [24]. The
aging protocol employed in the study corresponds to a shortened cycle
compared to the protocol recommended in the above ASTM standard
and is based on a recent study carried out in this group with the intent
of eventually shrinking the post-treatment schedule for PBF Alloy 718
[25].

2.3. Metallographic preparation and characterization

For microstructural analysis, the specimens were sectioned along
the building direction using an aluminium oxide cut-off wheel. The
sectioned specimens were hot mounted using a Buehler Simplimet 3000
automatic mounting press. The mounted specimens were ground and
polished using a semi-automatic Buehler Ecomet 300 Pro grinder-pol-
isher in accordance with the recommended procedures [26]. To reveal
some of the microstructural features of interest, the polished specimens
were electrolytically etched with oxalic acid-water solution (1:10 ratio)
and Kalling's 2 reagent. For each case, a voltage of 2–3 V was applied
for 5–10 s. A light optical microscope (LOM) ZEISS AX10 (Zeiss, Ger-
many) was used for characterization. Investigation at higher magnifi-
cation was carried out using two scanning electron microscopes (SEMs)
(Hitachi TM 3000 (Hitachi, Japan) equipped with an energy-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) system, and a LEO 1550 Gemini (Zeiss Ger-
many) with a field emission gun equipped with an HKL Nordlys EBSD
detector from Oxford Instruments, UK). The EBSD data was analysed
using HKL Channel 5 software. Defect content (vol%) and amount of
carbides (vol%) in the specimens were determined from 15 cross-sec-
tion micrographs, using ImageJ software. Micrographs for defect and
carbide quantification were taken at 50× and 2500× magnification,
respectively. The area fraction and volume fraction were assumed to be
equal [27]. For each as-built specimen, the number of grain boundary
carbides per unit length of grain boundary was evaluated using 15
micrographs at 2500× magnification. The primary dendritic arm spa-
cing (PDAS) in the as-built specimens was measured using the line in-
tercept method as employed previously in other reported studies
[28,29]. A minimum of 35 dendrites were analysed from SEM

Table 1
Nominal chemical composition of Alloy 718 powder used in this work.

Element Ni Cr Fe Nb Mo Ta Ti Al C

wt% 54.11 19 Bal. 4.97 2.99 < 0.01 1.02 0.52 0.03
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micrographs for each specimen. Hardness values of all the specimens
were measured using a Shimadzu HMV-2 Vickers microhardness tester,
employing a load of 4.9 N applied for 15 s. Twelve readings were re-
corded over the entire cross-section of the specimens to determine the
mean and standard deviation.

3. Results and discussion

The focus of the present work was on the response of different as-
built microstructures, particularly grain morphologies, when subjected
to identical post-treatments. Therefore, as-built samples with distinct
grain morphologies were carefully selected for detailed investigation in
the as-built and post-treated conditions (see Fig. 1 in Section 2), and the
ensuing results are presented and discussed in this section. The com-
prehensive microstructural investigation involved characterization of
grain morphology, grain orientation, defects, phase distribution and
quantification, and microhardness.

3.1. Characteristics of as-built specimens

3.1.1. Defects
The defects observed in EBM built Alloy 718 can be classified as

process induced and powder induced defects [5]. The LOM micrographs
of defects observed in as-built specimens are shown in Fig. 3. The
variation in defect content in the different as-built samples was in the
range of 0.13% to 0.84% as ascertained from image analysis and

Fig. 1. Schematic showing the different grain morphologies of the selected as-built specimens. The arrow on the left indicates building direction.

Table 2
Designation and description of selected specimens with different micro-
structures.

Specimen Nomenclature Microstructure

#1 FC Fully columnar
#2 CE-(M) Columnar + equiaxed, mixed
#3 C-MA(D) Columnar (with mixed aspect ratio), demarcated
#4 FE Fully equiaxed

Fig. 2. Time-temperature-pressure graphs during HIPing treatment.

Table 3
Post-treatment parameters.

Post-treatment Parameters

HIP • 1120 °C/100 MPa/4 h/RC
HIP + ST + A • HIP: 1120 °C/100 MPa/4 h/RC

• ST + A

• Solution treatment: 954 °C/1 h/RC to RT

• Aging: 740 °C/4 h/FC to 635 °C/1 h/RC to RT

Note: RC and FC denote rapid cooling and furnace cooling, respectively. RT
indicates room temperature.

T. Gundgire, et al. Materials Characterization 167 (2020) 110498
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reflected in the quantification results later depicted in Fig. 8. The
process induced defects include lack of fusion and shrinkage porosities
which are perpendicular and parallel to the building direction, re-
spectively. The powder induced defects include gas pores formed due to
entrapped gas in the powder. The reasons for the formation of all these
defects have been elaborated previously [5].

3.1.2. Grain structure
The four selected specimens, designated as described previously in

Table 2, exhibited the following distinct grain morphologies: (a) fully
columnar (#1, FC), (b) columnar and equiaxed in mixed fashion (#2,
CE-(M)), (c) columnar (with mixed aspect ratio) at demarcated regions
(#3, C-MA(D)), and (d) fully equiaxed (#4, FE) as shown in Fig. 4. It is
worth mentioning that the columnar grains parallel to the build di-
rection as seen in sample #1 are typically observed in EBM built Alloy
718. It has been previously reported that a columnar microstructure
typically exhibits anisotropic tensile behaviour whereas an equiaxed
microstructure shows an isotropic response [6]. In this study, distinct
microstructures ranging from fully columnar and to completely
equiaxed were achieved by manipulating spot melting strategies and
systematically varying other process parameters as described in a pre-
vious publication [23]. For tailoring the grain structure (from columnar
to equiaxed), the main idea was to achieve varying combinations of G
and R inside the melt pool such that the solidification conditions fall
within the desired window as illustrated in Fig. 4(e). The solidification
conditions indicated in Fig. 4(e) were qualitatively assessed from the
observed microstructure. The relative cooling rates in the various
samples were mainly estimated by the carbide sizes as described in
Section 3.1.3. These results were further corroborated by the PDAS for
the columnar microstructure in samples #1 and #3 as stated in Section
3.1.3. It should be noted that Fig. 4(e) seeks to merely position the
different specimens on a G-R map based on the observed micro-
structures and approximate qualitative estimation of cooling rates.

3.1.3. Phase constitution
3.1.3.1. Carbides. White blocky particles were observed in all the
specimens at high magnification and, from the SEM-EDS analysis,

these were identified to be NbC type primary carbides. The amount
of these carbides was quantified, and the results are shown in Fig. 5(a).
A more careful examination revealed differences in the carbide content
and sizes in the various as-built specimens as shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b).
Although not shown in the figure for the sake of brevity, the amount
and size of carbides in the distinct regions of sample #3 (C-MA(D))
were observed to be similar. Sample #1 (FC) and #2 (CE-(M)) had
relatively smaller sized carbides compared to sample #3 (C-MA(D)) and
#4 (FE). The size of the primary carbides, which form during
solidification [31], can be influenced by the cooling rate. In cast
Alloy 718, Mitchell [31] has reported that increase in cooling rate
caused decrease in carbide size. Therefore, as the carbide sizes in the
samples appeared to be in the following order: #1, #2 < #4 < #3 as
depicted in Fig. 5(b), the relative cooling rates can be estimated to be:
#1, #2 > #4 > #3.

The cooling rate can also be estimated from the PDAS as stated by
Kirka et al. [32] and Karimi et al. [33] but only in case of columnar
microstructure. The PDAS values are inversely related to the cooling
rates as experimentally observed in case of cast Alloy 718 [34].
Therefore, PDAS was measured for the samples with columnar grain
structure [35], i.e., specimen #1 and #3 and was qualitatively related
to the cooling rate. It is worth mentioning that, for cooling rate esti-
mation, only the primary dendrites observed in the last solidified layers,
i.e. at the top of the specimens, were analysed, similar to the analysis
done by Kirka et al. [32]. The PDAS in specimen #1 (FC) was 17 μm,
and ~34 μm in specimen #3 (C-MA(D) (similar value for regions with
low and high aspect ratio of columnar grains) as visualized in Fig. 6(b)
and (d), which indicates slower cooling rate in sample #3. Moreover,
presence of well-developed secondary dendrites and extensive segre-
gation in specimen #3, shown in Fig. 6(d), further supports the above
observation. It can be inferred that the slow cooling in specimen #3 (C-
MA(D)) could have caused formation of larger carbides in comparison
to specimen #1 (FC), as visualized in Fig. 6(a) and (c). Hence, from the
carbide size and PDAS the following order of cooling rate can be ex-
pected: #1, #2 > #4 > #3. In this context, it is pertinent to note that
for a given grain morphology, the cooling rate can determine the grain
size (GxR) as illustrated in Fig. 4(e). While the size of the equiaxed

Fig. 3. LOM micrographs showing defects in as-built condition: (a) Specimen #1 (FC), (b) Specimen #2 (CE-(M)), (c) Specimen #3 (C-MA(D)) and (d) Specimen #4
(FE). The arrow on the left indicates building direction.
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Fig. 4. SEM micrographs in back-scattered electron (BSE) mode showing the various as-built microstructures: (a) fully columnar in Specimen #1 (FC), (b) mixed
columnar and equiaxed in Specimen #2 (CE-(M)), (c) columnar (with mixed aspect ratio) at demarcated regions in Specimen #3 (C-MA(D)), and (d) fully equiaxed in
Specimen #4 (FE). The arrow on the top right indicates building direction. In (e), the qualitative effect of G and R on the solidification morphology and size is
illustrated, with the indicated conditions for each sample; figure inspired from [30].

Fig. 5. Quantification of (a) carbide content and (b) carbide size in various as-built specimens.

T. Gundgire, et al. Materials Characterization 167 (2020) 110498
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grains [36] in the specimens appears to be in the following order:
#2 < #4 (refer Fig. 4), the width of the columnar grains [15] in the
specimens appears to be: #2 < #1 < #3. Therefore, the grain sizes/
widths corroborate well with the above-mentioned relative cooling
rates estimated using carbide size and PDAS values.

3.1.3.2. Delta phase. In addition to blocky carbides, in all the four as-
built specimens, bright network-like features were observed when using
back-scattered electron (BSE) mode for imaging. At higher
magnification these network-like features were discerned to be
composed of fine intragranular δ phase precipitates of size in the
range of 60–100 nm. For the purpose of illustration, these δ phase
particles are shown for specimen #1 (FC) and #4 (FE) in Fig. 7. Such
stacked appearance of δ phase particles forming a network has also
been previously observed by Kirka et al. [32]. A clear image of

intergranular δ phase is also shown in the inset of Fig. 7(d).

3.2. Effect of thermal post-treatments

3.2.1. Defects
All the defects present in the specimens (stated in Section 3.1.1)

were quantified to evaluate the total defect content in the specimens.
The as-built specimens exhibited defect content in the range of 0.13%
to 0.84%. Subjecting the specimens to HIPing led to reduction in
amount of defects by an order of magnitude (down to 0.02%–0.05%) as
shown in Fig. 8(a), and subsequent heat treatment (ST + A) led to no
further significant changes in the defect content. Fig. 8(b), (c) and (d)
show micrographs revealing defect distribution in as-built, HIP and
HIP + ST + A conditions, respectively in case of sample #4 (FC). It can
be seen from the figure that the defect content in the as-built sample #4

Fig. 6. SEM-BSE micrographs showing the relation between carbide size and relative cooling rate as indicated by primary dendritic arm spacing in Specimen #1
(a–b), and Specimen #3 (c–d); the inset in (d) shows interdendritic segregation. The arrow indicates building direction.

Fig. 7. SEM micrographs in as-built condition
showing intragranular bright network-like features
at lower magnification, which were composed of
stacked δ phase particles discerned at higher mag-
nification, for Specimen #1 (FC) (a–b) and Specimen
#4 (FE) (c–d); the inset in (d) shows grain boundary
δ phase. The arrow indicates the building direction.

T. Gundgire, et al. Materials Characterization 167 (2020) 110498
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(FC), with the majority of defects being lack of fusion type, was dis-
tinctly higher than the other specimens. As previously shown in
Fig. 4(d), this specimen exhibited a fully equiaxed microstructure.
Given the above observation and as previously hypothesized by Po-
lonsky et al. [37], it can be inferred that the lack of fusion defects could
have assisted formation of equiaxed grains, since the defects can po-
tentially hinder epitaxial growth from the base material due to local
variation in heat flux which can, in turn, alter the G (thermal gradient)
and R (growth rate) values.

3.2.2. Grain structure
The effect of HIP and HIP + ST + A treatments on grain size and

grain morphology was similar in all cases as shown in Fig. 9. It is ac-
knowledged that the grains are three-dimensional, and in the present
work the examination has been done only in one direction (building
direction) as carried out in most previous studies [6,10,13]. It should
also be mentioned that when the microstructure was viewed in other
directions, as exemplified in the Supplementary data file, consistent
information was obtained. In the present study, the grain width of the
fully columnar specimen #1 (FC) remained largely unaffected by
HIPing (1120 °C for 4 h) as shown in Fig. 9(a–c). Here grain width is
assessed because of the large length of the grains. Specimen #2 (CE-
(M)) did not undergo any evident grain growth in either the columnar
or the equiaxed region after HIPing as shown in Fig. 9(d–f). However, in
specimen #3 (C-MA(D)) although no evident change in columnar grains
with large aspect ratio (greater than 4) was observed after HIPing (see
Fig. 9(g–i)), the columnar grains with lower aspect ratio (nearly 2–4)
showed significant grain coarsening as seen in Fig. 9(j–l). Similarly, in
specimen #4 (FE) with fully equiaxed grains (aspect ratio ≤ 2), ab-
normal grain growth was observed after HIPing as shown in
Fig. 9(m–o). All the factors responsible for grain growth, i.e., texture,

grain morphology, grain size, and secondary phase particles are dis-
cussed below. Moreover, given that ST + A had no evident further
effect on the grain structures, only the as-built and HIPed specimens
were further investigated to determine the operating mechanisms be-
hind grain growth.

EBSD analysis was carried out to investigate grain size and or-
ientation distribution to get further insight into the reason(s) re-
sponsible for the observed grain growth characteristics in the different
as-built microstructures. It is worth mentioning that the driving force
for grain growth during thermal post-treatment is the reduction of free
energy associated with the grain boundaries, and the extent of grain
growth is governed by several other factors such as misorientation,
grain size, grain boundary pinning particles, etc.

Specimen #1 (FC) did not undergo any evident change in grain
width after HIPing, as evident from the EBSD results given in
Fig. 10(a–b), reaffirming the findings already discussed in Fig. 9. This
can be attributed to several reasons: a) presence of strong texture, b)
large grain size, and c) carbides pinning the grain boundaries. The
strong texture noted in Fig. 9(a) implies decreased driving force for
grain growth [38]. In addition, compared to the equiaxed grains (as
discussed later), the columnar grains have larger grain size. Moreover,
the significant number of carbides (normalized by grain boundary
length) at the grain boundaries as given in Fig. 11(d) and visualized in
Fig. 11(e) could have also hindered grain growth by Zener pinning.
Kirka et al. [6] have also reported lack of grain growth after HIPing of
textured columnar grains due to pinning of grain boundaries by carbide
particles. During Zener pinning, the second phase particles attached to
the moving boundary exert a pulling force on the boundary, thereby
restricting its motion. In case of heat treated LPBF Alloy 718, Chlebus
et al. [20] have visualized this pinning effect. In this context, it is
pertinent to note that, although curvature of grain boundaries involving

Fig. 8. Defect content in as-built, HIP and HIP + ST + A conditions (a), and LOM micrographs showing defects in Specimen #4 in as-built (b), HIP (c), and
HIP + ST + A (d) conditions. The arrow indicates building direction.
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analysis in the transverse direction was not investigated in the present
study, prior work has shown that this could also influence grain growth
[20].

The highly textured columnar grains in specimen #2 (CE-(M)) did
not exhibit any observable change in grain width after HIPing, as shown
in Fig. 10(c–d), for similar reasons as noted for specimen #1 (FC). The
large number of grain boundary carbides in specimen #2 could have
inhibited grain growth. The fact that there is no evident grain growth
observed in the equiaxed locations of specimen #2 (CE-(M)), despite
the random texture and small grain size, can be attributed to both the
presence of large number of carbides at the grain boundaries and re-
striction to growth imposed by the surrounding columnar grains (see
inset in Fig. 10(c)). However in specimen #3 (C-MA(D)), after HIPing,
recrystallization and grain growth in columnar grains with lower aspect
ratio, as shown in Fig. 10(g), was mainly attributable to the relatively

weaker texture in the as-built condition, refer Fig. 10(h). Re-
crystallization after HIPing was noted by the significant change in
shape (appearing equiaxed) and orientation of the grains. On the other
hand, in the same sample, the columnar grains having higher aspect
ratio and strong texture remained largely unaffected after HIPing, as
observed in Fig. 10(e) and (f).

In case of specimen #4 (FE), a combination of random texture in the
as-built condition (seen in Fig. 10(i)), small grain size, and the low
number of carbides at the grain boundaries (later shown in Fig. 11(d))
could have led to the grain growth observed after HIPing as shown in
Fig. 10(j). Moreover, the nature of grain growth can be called abnormal
grain growth as shown in the inset in Fig. 10(j). Abnormal grain growth
occurs due to preferential growth of few grains having a growth ad-
vantage over the surrounding grains, leading to grains with varied sizes
being developed [38]. Previously Watson et al. [39] reported grain

Fig. 9. SEM-BSE micrographs in as-built, HIP and HIP + ST + A conditions for all specimens: (a–b–c) Specimen #1 (FC), (d-e-f) Specimen #2 (CE-(M), (g–h–i)
columnar region (with higher aspect ratio) in Specimen #3 (C-MA(D)), (j–k–l) columnar region (with lower aspect ratio) of Specimen #3, and (m–n–o) Specimen #4
(FE). The arrow indicates the building direction.

Fig. 10. EBSD orientation maps of the specimens in the as-built and HIPed conditions: (a–b) Specimen #1 (FC), (c–d) Specimen #2 (CE-(M)), (e–f) Specimen #3 (C-
MA(D), columnar grains with higher aspect ratio), (g–h) Specimen #3 (C-MA(D), columnar grains with lower aspect ratio), and (i–j) #4 (FC). The maps are given in
inverse pole figure colouring with respect to the build direction, indicated by the arrow, with the corresponding colour code provided. Low angle grain boundaries
(misorientation 3–10°) and high angle grain boundaries (misorientation>10°) represented by grey and black lines, respectively. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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growth from 10 to 20 μm to 100–120 μm as abnormal for Alloy 718
during high temperature forging. Bozzolo et al. [40] have used a similar
terminology to describe grain growth (from 5 to 30 μm to 90–120 μm)
during thermomechanical forming of nickel based superalloys. In the
present work, the equiaxed grains in sample #4 had grown from
10–100 μm to 50–400 μm during HIPing. Moreover, high twin density

was observed in the abnormally grown regions in comparison to the
other grains, as visualized in Fig. 9(n–o). The above authors have also
reported similar response in abnormally grown grains in Alloy 718. The
specific mechanism responsible for abnormal grain growth in the pre-
sent case is not known; however, possible reasons could be non-uniform
dissolution of grain boundary pinning δ phase (refer inset in Fig. 7(d))

Fig. 11. Comparison of specimens in as-built, HIP and HIP + ST + A condition in respect of total carbide content (a), carbides with diameter > 1 μm (b), carbides
with diameter ≤ 1 μm (c); (d) number of grain boundary (GB) carbides per unit length of GB and their (e) visualization (bright features) in the as-built specimens.
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and irregular distribution of carbide particles, as shown in Fig. 11(e).
Moreover, it is pertinent to note that the grain size of the grown grains
was approximately in the range of 50–400 μm, which is larger than the
typical grain size observed in wrought Alloy 718 in post-treated con-
dition, i.e., nearly 10–30 μm [27,41].

Overall, the columnar grains (with strong texture) appeared to resist
grain growth, whereas the equiaxed grains (with weaker or random
texture) exhibited significant grain growth. Kirka et al. [6] have also
reported higher tendency for growth of equiaxed grains. However, that
study was restricted to only fully columnar and fully equiaxed micro-
structure. In the present work, the microstructure with mixed equiaxed
and columnar grains showed no evident grain coarsening (sample #2,
CE-(M)), as the growth of equiaxed grains was restricted by the sur-
rounding columnar grains. The samples/regions exhibiting grain
growth were invariably associated with annealing twins as seen in
Fig. 10(h) and (j). Annealing twins are formed during grain migration
and its density is dependent on grain size, velocity of grain boundary
migration, annealing parameters, grain boundary energy, and stacking
fault energy [20,42]. Due to the reduced stacking-fault energy of Nickel
at high temperature (40 mJ/m2 at 1000 °C), twining can likely occur
during grain growth in Alloy 718 as previously reported for heat treated
LPBF material [20]. It is also worth mentioning that the microstructures
which exhibited grain growth after HIPing contained a wide range of
grain sizes in the as-built condition, which is a necessary (although not
sufficient) condition for any possible grain growth [43].

3.2.3. Phase constitution
3.2.3.1. Carbides. The total content and size of the carbides remained
largely unaffected after both the post-treatments, i.e. HIP and
HIP + ST + A as shown in Fig. 11(a), (b) and (c). Therefore, no
observable Ostwald ripening of carbides was observed in any of the
specimens. This can be attributed to the temperatures used for these
post-treatments (maximum of 1120 °C) which were lower than the
temperatures at which Ostwald ripening has been previously observed
in LPBF produced Alloy 718 (after HIPing at 1160 °C) [44]. Moreover,
Ostwald ripening in wrought Alloy 718 has also been reported to occur
after heat treatment at 1150–1191 °C [45]. It is worth mentioning that,
in the above study on LPBF built Alloy 718, grain growth was observed

after HIPing, which was attributed to dissolution of carbides (which can
pin the grain boundaries) during Ostwald ripening [44]. However, in
the present study this does not seem to be the prevailing mechanism.
Another important concern is the effect of carbides on the properties of
Alloy 718. It has been previously discussed that the grain boundary
carbides can be beneficial in restricting grain growth during post-
treatment [6,15]. However, some prior studies have suggested that
carbides noted in EBM-built microstructures have detrimental effect on
the mechanical behaviour [2,18]. Therefore, this aspect requires further
detailed investigation.

3.2.3.2. Delta phase. The δ phase (networks) present in the as-built
material were completely dissolved after HIPing as seen in the SEM
micrographs for specimen #1 (FC) and #4 (FE) given in Fig. 12. Similar
behaviour was observed in all other HIPed specimens. Therefore, it can
be inferred that HIPing resulted in increased microstructural
homogeneity. The complete dissolution of δ phase after HIPing can
be attributed to the HIPing temperature of 1120 °C (for 4 h), which is
above the δ solvus temperature (~1000 °C [46]). It pertinent to note
that, δ phase, if present at grain boundaries, is known to pin grain
boundary movement during HIPing [15]. Although not reported
specifically for EBM Alloy 718, prior work on a homogenous ingot of
Alloy 718 has also shown complete dissolution of delta phase within
10 min at 1100 °C [47] and this is relevant considering that the HIP
treatment protocol in the present study was 1120 °C/4 h/100 MPa.
Therefore, as aforementioned, the grain growth observed after HIPing
was also influenced by other factors.

Although the δ phase was dissolved after HIPing, HIP + ST + A led
to re-precipitation of the δ phase particularly at the grain boundaries in
all the specimens. This was attributed to the solution treatment step
involved during the latter. This observation is in accordance with
transformation-time-temperature diagram of Alloy 718 [48]. The grain
boundary δ phase in specimen #1 (FC) is shown in Fig. 13(a), and for
specimen #2 (CE-(M)) in Fig. 13(b, c). As evident from comparison
Fig. 13(b) and (c), there was no significant difference in grain boundary
δ phase precipitation in columnar and equiaxed regions. The
HIP + ST + A specimen #3 (C-MA(D)) showed higher amount of grain
boundary δ phase precipitates in the columnar region than in the

Fig. 12. SEM micrographs showing δ phase present in Specimen #1 (FC) and Specimen #4 (FE) in as-built condition (a, c), but absent in HIPed condition (b, d). The
arrow indicates the building direction.
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equiaxed region, as seen in Fig. 13(d, e). Subjecting the specimen #3 to
HIP resulted in recrystallization and significant growth in columnar
grains with lower aspect ratio (changed into equiaxed), whereas co-
lumnar grains with high aspect ratio were relatively stable. Therefore, it
can be inferred that less grain boundary area was available in the
equiaxed region compared to the columnar region for precipitation of δ
phase during the ST. Less grain boundary area results in slower nu-
cleation kinetics for δ phase precipitation as previously observed in cast
Alloy 718 [49]. Moreover, the increase in diffusion lengths (for Nb)
with increase in grain size might reduce the δ phase precipitation at the
grain boundaries. Specimen #4 (FE), which exhibited abnormal grain
growth after HIP, with distinct regions with smaller and bigger grains

also showed similar behaviour. The smaller grain region contained
more grain boundary δ phase compared to the bigger grain region, as
shown in Fig. 13(f, g), which can be understood by the difference in the
amount of grain boundary area available for precipitation. In this
context it is worth mentioning that, the effect of δ phase on the me-
chanical behaviour should be further studied as the reports in the lit-
erature have been diverse. For instance, Li et al. [50] have shown the
region surrounding grain boundary δ phase to be depleted of γ″ phase,
and have proposed that this can relieve stress concentration at grain
boundaries and hence improve intergranular crack propagation re-
sistance during creep testing. On the other hand, Valle et al. [51] ob-
served decrease in ductility with increase in δ phase content, while

Fig. 13. SEM-BSE micrographs showing grain boundary δ phase precipitates observed after HIP + ST + A in all the investigated specimens at indication locations.
The insets clearly reveal δ phase at higher magnification. The arrow indicates the building direction.
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Deng et al. [2] found no effect of grain boundary δ phase on the tensile
properties of EBM built Alloy 718.

3.2.4. Microhardness
The average Vickers microhardness values of as-built, HIP, and

HIP + ST + A specimens are depicted in Fig. 14. The microhardness
values of all the as-built specimens were higher than the recommended
minimum hardness of 350 HV as per AMS 5662 for Alloy 718 [52]. The
as-built specimens exhibited slight differences in hardness values as
reflected in Fig. 14. In this context, it is worth mentioning that the
hardness of the precipitation strengthened Alloy 718 can be described
by:

= +H H Htotal matrix ps

where Htotal denotes the total hardness, Hmatrix represents the intrinsic
hardness of the matrix and Hps arising from the precipitation
strengthening [53]. The hardness of the matrix is attributable to the
solid solution strengthening. The precipitate strengthening mechanisms
applicable for Alloy 718, as previously elaborated by Chaturvedi et al.
[54], are: (a) order strengthening and (b) coherency strain strength-
ening. Moreover, it has further been reported that coherency strain
strengthening by γ″ (Ni3Nb) provides the major contribution to the Hps

in Alloy 718 as detailed by Devaux et al. [55]. It should also be men-
tioned that grain size can also influence hardness as previously elabo-
rated for LPBF Alloy 718 [56].

The noted variation in the hardness of the different as-built micro-
structures may be attributed to differences in total carbide content
among the specimens. For example, specimen #3 (C-MA(D)) which had
the highest carbide content (Fig. 11(a)) exhibited the lowest hardness
(Fig. 14) and specimen #1 (FC) which had the lowest carbide content
showed the highest hardness value. It has been previously reported that
the excessive precipitation of these Nb-rich carbides can overconsume
Nb from the matrix which is vital for precipitation of the strengthening
γ″ phase [57].

Subjecting the specimens to HIPing caused significant reduction in
hardness for all the specimens. This can be attributed to dissolution of
the strengthening γ″ phase, given that its solvus temperature (~900 °C
[58]) is significantly lower than the HIPing temperature of 1120 °C.
Henceforth, hardness in the HIPed condition can be attributed to solid
solution strengthening which is expected to be the same in all the cases
due to homogenization after HIPing. However, the hardness was re-
covered after HIP + ST + A to values higher than 400 HV in all the
samples. This increase in hardness is attributed to the involved sys-
tematic aging treatment which was applied to re-precipitate large
amount of the γ″ phase visualized in Fig. 15. Among the various
HIP + ST + A specimens, no significant differences in the γ″ phase of
the specimens could be discerned by the high-resolution SEM micro-
graphs. The slight difference in hardness of the various HIP + ST + A
specimens followed a similar trend as observed among the as-built
specimens. The exact reason for this behaviour is not known. However,
a previous study on wrought Alloy 718 has shown that hardness might
vary with grain size, with a decrease in hardness being noted with in-
crease in grain size [56]. Although not discernible through high re-
solution SEM investigation, given the higher carbide content in
HIP + ST + A samples #3 and #4, it can be inferred that lesser Nb was
available in the matrix to form γ″ phase during aging treatment in
comparison to samples #1 and #2, thereby resulting in lower hardness.

4. Summary and conclusions

The response of very distinct EBM Alloy 718 microstructures to
identical thermal post-treatments (HIP, HIP + ST + A) was analysed.

Fig. 14. Microhardness values of all specimens in as-built, HIP and
HIP + ST + A conditions.

Fig. 15. High resolution SEM micrographs showing the strengthening phase (mainly γ″) in HIP + ST+ A specimens: a) Specimen #1 (FC), b) Specimen #2 (CE-(M)),
c) Specimen #3 (C-MA(D)), d) Specimen #4 (FE). The arrow indicates the building direction.
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Specifically, specimens with four different grain morphologies (co-
lumnar, equiaxed and two different combination thereof) were studied.
The detailed microstructural investigations presented in this study led
to the following findings:

• After HIPing, all the distinct specimens exhibited similar increased
density irrespective of the differences in the as-built condition.

• The grain morphology in the as-built condition considerably influ-
enced the grain size resulting after HIPing. The equiaxed and co-
lumnar (lower aspect ratio) microstructure exhibited a clear ten-
dency for gain growth, whereas the columnar (higher aspect ratio)
microstructure appeared to resist grain coarsening. This behaviour
was also related to differences in texture, grain size, and secondary
phase particles present in the as-built condition.

• The carbide sizes in the different as-built samples varied and this
could be rationalized by the differences in cooling rates during so-
lidification of the samples, with larger carbides associated with
slower cooling rates. These carbides were, however, largely un-
affected by the post-treatments.

• The δ phase dissolved during HIPing was re-precipitated particularly
at the grain boundaries during the subsequent solution treatment
step of HIP + ST + A. Greater amount of δ phase precipitation was
observed in regions with smaller grains. This was attributed to re-
latively larger grain boundary area available for precipitation to
occur in smaller grain regions, thereby resulting in faster nucleation
kinetics for precipitation.

• After HIP + ST + A, all the distinct specimens exhibited similar
precipitation of γ″ phase.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.matchar.2020.110498.
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